Zestaw 5
1. Finish the sentences:
1. The biggest Scottish city is ... .
2. The Scottish island … is called "the misty island".
3. The novel "Ivanhoe" was written by… .
4. The name of Scotland in Gaelic is ... .
5. Famous alcoholic drink made of barley is called… .
6. The patron of Scotland is… .
7. Traditional Scottish dish eaten on 25th January is… .
8. The flag of Scotland is called… .
9. You can find the Scottish Parliament Building in… .
10. The name of the Scottish instrument is… .
11. The Scottish scientist’s name who invented the telephone is… .
12. The oldest university in Scotland is… .

2. Read the text. Match the underlined words and
phrases (in a bold print) with their definitions below
the text.
GUY FAWKES NIGHT
Guy Fawkes Night, also known as Guy Fawkes Day, Bonfire Night and
Fireworks Night, is an annual commemoration observed on 5th
November, primarily in Great Britain.

Its history begins with the events of 5th November 1605, when Guy
Fawkes, a member of the Gunpowder Plot, was arrested while
guarding explosives the plotters had placed beneath the
House of Lords. Celebrating the fact that King James I had survived
the attempt on his life, people lit bonfires around London, and months
later the date was declared annual public day of thanksgiving for the
plot’s failure. At present bonfires are lit in Britain every 5th of
November to commemorate the plot.

1. a large outdoor fire, either for burning waste or for a party - ________
2. the act of giving thanks - ________
3. an explosive substance used in bombs and fireworks - ________
4. recognized as - ________
5. someone who makes and organize a plot - ________
6. under something - ________
7. a secret plan by a group of people, to do something harmful or illegal ________
8. the past tense and past participle of the verb “to light - ________
9. the part of the British parliament whose members are not elected but
have positions because of their rank or title - ________
10.

now - ________

11.

a small container filled with powder that burns or explodes to

produce coloured lights and noise in the sky - ________
12.

a lack of success in doing something - ________

We are waiting for your answers till 30th November, 2017

